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Class Announcements
1. Questions about Assignment 1? 
2. Come meet us at office hours for hands-on help. <2 students show up every hours now.
3. Start Early! Assign 1 is much much harder than Assign 0!
4. Hands-on overview of  File I/O and related C Programming aspects relevant to P1 during lecture?



Lecture Overview

1. Integer Arithmetic  (Addition, 
Subtraction, Multiplication, Division, 
Sign Extension, Logical Operations)

2. Data Representation (Floating Point)



Unsigned Representation
B2Uw(xvec ) = Sumi=0->w-1 xi.2i

B2U4([0101]) = 0.23 + 1.22 + 0.21 + 1.20 = 5

B2Uw is a bijection: - associates a unique value to each bit vector of  length w - each integer between 0 and 2w-1 has a unique binary representation as a bit vector of  length w



Two’s complement Representation
B2Tw(xvec ) = -xw-12w-1 + Sumi=0->w-2 xi2i

B2T4([1011]) = -1.23 + 0.22 + 1.21 + 1.20 = -5

B2Tw is a bijection: - associates a unique value to each bit vector of  length w - each integer between -2w-1 and 2w-1-1 has a unique binary representation as a bit vector of  length w



Conversion from 2’s complement to 
unsigned

Rule: The numeric values might 
change but the bit patterns do not.

T2Uw(x) equals:
x+2w, if  x <0
x, if  x>=0



2’s Complement Addition
Of two signed 2’complement w bit values X & 
Y
X + Y equals:
- X+Y-2w, if  2w-1 <= (X+Y) Positive overflow
- X+Y, if   -2w-1 <= (X+Y) < 2w-1  Normal
- X+Y+2w, if   (X+Y) < -2w-1  Negative overflow



























2’s Complement Inverse
Additive inverse of  a 2’complement w bit value 
X equals:
-2w-1, if  x = -2w-1

-X, if   X > -2w-1



2’s Complement Inverse: Easy 
Techniques

1) Toggle all bits and then add 1:
E.g. Inverse of  0101 (5) is 1011 (-5)

Inverse of  1000 (-8) is 1000 (-8) 
2) Toggle all bits until (not including) the rightmost 1 bit:
E.g. Inverse of  0111 (7) is 1001 (-7)

Inverse of  1010 (-6) is 0110 (6) 
























































